Past Participants Give Rave Reviews to AnEx Advantage
New York City (PRWEB) September 6, 2011 – Landing a job in the financial field is competitive, but gaining
ground for participants is the AnEx Advantage Training Program. Two recent participants of the program
share their success and why they chose to participate in this program after graduation.
Choosing a training program can be difficult for recent college and MBA graduates as there are many options.
Nicholas shares, “I was recommended by a friend at Cornell. I had always been interested in finance, but I knew I
did not have the requisite experience to secure an internship at a large financial institution, which was my goal. After
looking at all the options it became clear that I could gain the necessary experience through AnEx that was equal or
greater than those that work at large banks. Being competitive is important and I knew that going through the AnEx
program would ensure that I was.”
Nicholas now works at a bulge bracket investment bank in New York.
When asked which one area shines from the training provided by AnEx Advantage Matthew perks up and readily
says, “having a model that I had built from scratch used as the analytical tool in a live transaction was the most
rewarding experience for me.” These one of a kind experiences occur due to the ability of the trainers to capitalize
on the participant’s strengths. They work one on one with instructors and professionals in the field to do real time
work, taking their education to a whole new level.
The training consists of intensive training in accounting, consolidated financial statements, mergers and acquisitions,
leveraged buyouts, valuation and introduction into the analysis of financial markets. It is the work that they find as
interns in a premier private equity firm, venture capital fund, boutique investment bank or hedge fund that they are
able to associate their college and training into real-world experiences. AnEx Advantage brings trainers to the
programs that are part of top firms and offer real world situations for the participants to grapple with – helping them
to get ahead of their competition.
Getting participants up to speed in the real world experiences they need in the financial market is our goal, but we
also want to provide the care they need after the program to ensure they are landing the jobs that they are qualified
for and will ultimately be happy in,” shares Paul Pignataro, Founder and CEO of AnEx Advantage.
“They helped me through the interview preparation process and critiqued my resume after the internship,” states
Matthew. “I attribute my success in the recruiting process with the support I received from AnEx. I know I would
not have landed my current position as an IB Analyst without the support and experience I had with AnEx
Advantage.
Pignataro explains, “We continue to improve the program each year. Trainees are working on more live deals than
ever before. What makes us unique is we now have years of experience matching trainees and partner firms to
handpick the perfect experience for each candidate. Further, throughout the program we continue to educate the
trainee on banking and technical skills. The result is a candidate with an arsenal of deals on their resume and the
skills to prove it. We feel there is nothing like this out there.”
AnEx Advantage is offering intensive full or part-time training and internship programs on an ongoing basis.
Applicants can send resumes to apply@anexadvantage.com or apply directly online at anexadvantage.com.
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